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We show that entire large positive radial solutions exist for the semilinear elliptic
system 2u= p( |x| ) v:, 2v=q( |x| ) u ; on RN, N3, for positive : and ;, provided
that the nonnegative functions p and q are continuous, c-positive, and satisfy the
decay conditions 0 tp(t) dt< and 

0 tq(t) dt< for : and ; greater than
unity, and 0 tp(t) dt= and 

0 tq(t) dt= if neither : nor ; is greater than
one.  2000 Academic Press
AMS 1991 Subject Classifications: 35J25, 35J60.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Existence and nonexistence of solutions of the semilinear elliptic system
2u+ f (u, v)=0,
x # RN, (1)
2v+ g(u, v)=0,
has received much attention recently. See, for example, [3, 913]. When
f =v: and g=u ;, the system (1) becomes
2u+v:=0,
x # RN, (2)
2v+u ;=0,
which is an extension of the well-known LaneEmden equation. A good
survey on the existence and nonexistence results for (1) and related systems
can be found in a recent paper by Serrin and Zou [12].
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In this paper we study the existence of entire large (i.e., blow up at
infinity) positive solutions of the system
2u= p( |x| ) v:,
x # RN. (3)
2v=q( |x| ) u ;,
We assume, without loss of generality, that 0<:;. Although this
system is a natural extension of the well-studied equation
2u=K(x) f (u)
(see [1, 2, 4, 8], to name a few), the methods employed in the study of the
scalar equation do not carry over naturally to systems. In particular,
the lack of a meaningful maximum principle for systems severely limits the
usefulness of scalar methods in studying systems.
For convenience we use the following conventions:
v A function p is c-positive (or circumferentially positive) in a domain
0RN if p is nonnegative on 0 and satisfies the following: if x0 # 0 and
p(x0)=0, then there exists a domain 00 such that x0 # 00 /0 and
p(x)>0 for all x # 00 .
v A solution (u, v) of the system
2u= f (x, u, v), 2v= g(x, u, v) (4)
is called an entire large solution if it is a classical solution of (4) on RN and
u(x)   and v(x)   as |x|  .
For the sublinear case, where 0<:;<1, we have the following result:
Theorem 1. Suppose p and q are c-positive C(RN) functions. Then there
exists an entire positive radial solution of (3) with any central values
u(0)=a0, v(0)=b0.
If, in addition, the functions p and q satisfy
|

0
tp(t) dt=, |

0
tq(t) dt=, (5)
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then all entire positive radial solutions of (3) are large solutions. On the other
hand, if p and q satisfy
|

0
tp(t) dt<, |

0
tq(t) dt<, (6)
then all entire positive radial solutions of (3) are bounded.
We now give our main theorems for the superlinear case, where
1<:;. We use the notation R+#[0, ), and define the set G as
G=[(a, b) # R+_R+ | u(0)=a, v(0)=b,
and (u, v) is an entire solution of (3)].
Theorem 2. There are infinitely many entire positive radial solutions of
system (3) provided the c-positive C(RN) functions p, q satisfy (6). The set
G is a closed bounded convex subset of R+_R+. Furthermore, the set G
satisfies
TGR (7)
where the triangle T and the rectangle R are given by
T={(u, v) # R+_R+ } uA+
v
B
1= , R=[0, A]_[0, B]
in which A=sup[a # R+ | (a, 0) # G] and B=sup[b # R+ | (0, b) # G]. See
Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. Existence region for (3) when 1<:;.
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Theorem 3. Let E(G ) be the closure of the set [(a, b) # G | a>0,
b>0]. Any entire positive radial solution, (u, v), of (3) with central value
(u(0), v(0)) # E(G ) is large.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In [7], we proved that the existence of an entire large positive solution
of the equation
2u= p(x) u#,
where p # C(RN) is c-positive, satisfies
|

0
max
|x|=t
p(x) dt<
and #>1. We also showed that the requirement that p be c-positive is
nearly optimal. Our first lemma is an extension of this result.
Lemma 4. Suppose 1<:;. The problem
2g= p( |x| ) g:+q( |x| ) g ; (8)
has an entire large positive radial solution provided that the C(RN) functions
p, q are c-positive and satisfy (6).
Proof. By Theorem 8.3 on p. 301 of [5], it is easy to prove that for
each natural number k the boundary value problem
2vk= p( |x| ) v:k+q( |x| ) v
;
k , x # 0,
(9)
vk (x)=k, x # 0
has a unique positive classical solution in a bounded domain 0/RN.
Furthermore, it is clear that
0v1v2 } } } vkvk+1 } } }
in 0. Using a technique similar to that in [7], it can be shown that
v1(x)>0 for all x # 0. Now let u be a positive solution of the problem
2u = p( |x| ) u:, x # 0,
u(x)  , x  0,
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which is guaranteed by Theorem 1 of [7]. The maximum principle then
gives vku on 0 for all k. Let v(x)=limk   vk (x). The standard
regularity argument for elliptic problems (see, for example, [6]) will then
yield that v is a positive solution of (8) in 0. It also satisfies v(x)   as
x  0.
Now, for each natural number k, let vk be a positive solution of the
boundary value problem
2vk = p( |x| ) v:k+q( |x| ) v
;
k , |x|<k,
(10)
vk (x)  , |x|  k.
Again, by the maximum principle, we can show that
v1v2 } } } vkvk+1 } } } >0
in RN. To complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that there exists a
function w # C(RN) such that w   as |x|   and vkw in RN for all
k. To do this, we first consider the equation
2u=[ p( |x| )+q( |x| )] u ;. (11)
By Theorem 2 of [7], Eq. (11) has a positive solution, u, on RN such that
u(x)   as |x|  . We claim that w#u&1 is a desired lower bound for
vk . Indeed, since
2(vk+1)=2vk= pv:k+qv
;
k
p(vk+1):+q(vk+1) ;
( p+q)(vk+1) ; for |x|<k,
and clearly vk+1>u as |x|  k for all k, the maximum principle indicates
that vk+1u for |x|k. Hence v#limk   vku&1 on RN. Again, by
the standard regularity argument for elliptic problems, it is a straight
forward argument to prove that v is the desired solution of (8). K
Lemma 5. Suppose gR is a positive radial solution of the problem
2gR = p(r) g:R+q(r) g
;
R , 0r<R,
gR(r)  , r  R&,
where p and q are nonnegative C([0, )) functions and 1<:;. Then
limR  0+ gR(0)=.
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Proof. Since g$R (r)0 and p, q are bounded on [0, 1], we get
g$R(r)=r1&n |
r
0
sn&1[ p(s) g:R(s)+q(s) g
;
R(s)] ds
|
r
0
[ p(s) g:R(s)+q(s) g
;
R(s)] dsag
:
R(r)+bg
;
R(r),
where
a#|
1
0
p(s) ds and b#|
1
0
q(s) ds.
Thus we have
g$R(r)
ag:R(r)+bg
;
R(r)
1,
which implies that
&
d
dr |

gR(r)
ds
as:+bs ;
1.
Now integrate from 0 to R, and recalling that gR(r)   as r  R& we get
|

gR(0)
ds
as:+bs ;
R.
Letting R  0+ yields
lim
R  0+ |

gR(0)
ds
as:+bs ;
=0.
Hence we have gR(0)   as R  0+. K
Lemma 6. Let g be any entire large positive solution of (8) given in
Lemma 4 and define the sequences [uk] and [vk] by
uk (r)=a+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1p(s) v:k&1(s) ds dt, r0, (12)
vk (r)=b+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1q(s) u ;k (s) ds dt, r0, (13)
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where v0(r)#b, 0bg(0), and 0ag(0). Then
(a) uk (r)uk+1(r) and vk (r)vk+1(r), r # R+, k1, and
(b) uk (r)g(r) and vk (r)g(r), r # R+, k1.
Thus [uk] and [vk] converge and the limit functions are positive entire
solutions of system (3).
Proof. (a) Obviously, v0<v1 . This then yields u1<u2 by (12). Conse-
quently, v1<v2 by (13), which yields u2<u3 by (12). Continuing this line
of reasoning, we obtain that the sequences [uk] and [vk] are monotoni-
cally increasing.
(b) We note first that since g is radial, we get
g(r)= g(0)+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1[ p(s) g:(s)+q(s) g ;(s)] ds dt.
Now, it is clear (since g$(r)0) that b=v0g(0)g(r) for all r0. Thus
we have
u1(r)a+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1p(s) g:(s) ds dt
g(0)+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1[ p(s) g:(s)+q(s) g ;(s)] ds dt= g(r).
Thus we have u1g. Similar arguments will show, in sequence, that v1g,
u2g, } } } . K
3. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREMS
3.1. The Sublinear Case: 0<:;1
Proof of Theorem 1. Note that radial solutions of (3) are solutions of
the ordinary differential equation system
u"+
N&1
r
u$= p(r) v:,
v"+
N&1
r
v$=q(r) u ;.
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Thus solutions of (3) are simply solutions of
u(r)=a+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1p(s) v:(s) ds dt, r0, (14)
v(r)=b+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1q(s) u ;(s) ds dt, r0. (15)
Let [uk] and [vk] be as defined in Lemma 6, where the central values
(a, b) may be any ordered pair of nonnegative numbers. We shall show
that the monotonically increasing sequences [uk] and [vk] are bounded
above whenever r is bounded and hence converge on RN. Indeed, we note
that since v$k(r)0,
uk (r)uk+1(r)a+v:k (r) |
r
0
s1&N |
s
0
tN&1p(t) dt ds
#a+v:k (r) f (r). (16)
Similarly, we get vk (r)b+u ;k (r) g(r), where
g(r)#|
r
0
s1&N |
s
0
tN&1q(t) dt ds.
Combining these we get
uk (r)a+ f (r)[b+u ;k (r) g(r)]
:.
Since 0<:1, we know that (c+d ):c:+d : for any nonnegative
constants c and d. Therefore, by applying this inequality we get
uk (r)a+ f (r)(b:+u ;:k g
:)#c(r)+u ;:k h(r).
If :;<1, Jensen’s inequality may be applied to get
uk (r)c(r)+;:uk+(1&;:) h1(1&;:).
Thus
uk (r)[c(r)+(1&;:) h1(1&;:)](1&;:) for all k.
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Similarly, there exists a function  such that vk (r)(r) for all k if :;<1.
On the other hand, if :;=1 so that :=;=1, we substitute (16) into the
equation for vk to get
vk (r)b+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1q(s)[a+ f (s) vk (s)] ds dt
#b (r)+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1q(s) f (s) vk (s) ds dt.
Gronwall’s inequality now provides the needed upper bound for vk and,
in turn, an upper bound for uk . Thus the sequences [uk] and [vk] are
bounded above on bounded sets and therefore converge. Let u(r)=
limk   uk (r) and v(r)=limk   vk (r). By standard elliptic regularity
theory (see, for example, [6]) it can be shown that (u, v) is the desired
solution of (3).
If Eqs. (5) hold and (u, v) is a positive solution of (14) and (15), then
clearly
u(r)a+b: |
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1p(s) ds dt#a+b:f (r)
and similarly v(r)b+a ;g(r). However, limr   f (r)=limr   g(r)=
as a consequence of (5). Thus (u, v) is an entire large solution.
On the other hand, if the inequalities (6) hold, then limr   f (r)<
and limr   g(r)< so that the estimates above providing upper bounds
for the sequences [uk] and [vk] may be chosen independent of r so that
the solution (u, v) is bounded above (and, in fact, any solution of (14) and
(15) will be bounded when the inequalities (6) hold). K
3.2. The Superlinear Case: 1<:;
Proof of Theorem 2. From Lemma 6, it is clear that [0, g(0)]_
[0, g(0)]G so that G is nonempty. We shall show that G is a bounded,
closed, convex set and then prove the relationship (7).
As a preliminary, note that if (a, b) # G then any pair (a0 , b0) for which
0a0a and 0b0b must be in G since the process used in Lemma 6
can be repeated with
uk (r)#a0+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1p(s) v:k&1(s) ds dt,
vk (r)#b0+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1q(s) u ;k (s) ds dt,
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and v0 #b0 . Then, as in Lemma 6, the sequences [uk] and [vk] are
monotonically increasing. Then, letting (U, V) be the solution of (14) and
(15) with central values (a, b), we can easily prove, since b0b, that
v0V. Thus, u1U (since, also, a0a), and consequently v1V, and so
on. Hence we get ukU and vkV, and therefore uU and vV where
(u, v)=limk  (uk , vk) is a solution of (3) (with central values (a0 , b0)).
To prove that G is bounded, assume that it is not. Therefore, since
[0, a]_[0, b]G whenever (a, b) # G, we must have either [0, )_[0]
G or [0]_[0, )G. Without loss of generality, we assume [0, )_[0]
G. Let p^(r)=min[ p(r), q(r)] and let h be a positive radial solution of
2h = 2&:p^(r) h:, 0r1,
(17)
h(r)  , r  1&.
(See [7] for the existence proof.) Let (u, v) be any solution, which exists
by hypothesis, to (14) and (15) with a>h(0) and b=0. Without loss of
generality, we shall assume that a1. We now show that hu+v for all
r0 which, if proven, will contradict the fact that u+v exists for all r0.
Clearly, h(0)<au(0)+v(0). Thus there exists =>0 such that h(r)<
u(r)+v(r) for all r # [0, =). Let
R0 #sup[=>0 | h(r)<u(r)+v(r), \r # [0, =)].
We claim that R0=1. Indeed, suppose R0<1. Since h(r)<u(r)+v(r) in
[0, R0), elementary estimates yield
h(R0)=h(0)+|
R0
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&12&:p^(s) h:(s) ds dt
<h(0)+|
R0
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&12&:p^(s)[u+v]: (s) ds dt
h(0)+|
R0
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1p^(s)(u:(s)+v:(s)) ds dt
h(0)+|
R0
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1( pv:(s)+qu:(s)) ds dt
h(0)+|
R0
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1( pv:(s)+qu ;(s)) ds dt
<a+|
R0
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1( pv:(s)+qu ;(s)) ds dt
<u(R0)+v(R0).
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Thus, since h(R0)<u(Ro)+v(R0), there exists $>0 such that h(r)<
u(r)+v(r) in [0, R0+$). This contradicts the fact that R0 is a supremum.
Thus R0=1, establishing the boundedness of the set G.
To prove that G is closed, we let (a0 , b0) # G and show that (a0 , b0) # G.
Let (u, v) be the solution of (14) and (15) which corresponds to a=a0 and
b=b0 . Without loss of generality, we may assume that max[a0 , b0]>
K#g(0) where the function g is given in Lemma 6. If max[a0 , b0]=a0 ,
then Ka0&1n for large n so that un(r)K for all r0 and for all n
sufficiently large where
un=a0&
1
n
+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1p(s) v:n&1(s) ds dt,
vn=b0+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1q(s) u ;n (s) dsdt.
Thus we note that
pv:n+qu
;
n =pv
:
n+qu
;&:
n u
:
n
pv:n+qK
;&:u:n
p^ min[1, K ;&:](v:n+u
:
n)
p^2&: min[1, K ;&:](vn+un):
where p^(r)=min[ p(r), q(r)]. Thus 2(un+vn)p~ (r)(un+vn): where p~ #
p^2&: min[1, K ;&:]. Let h(r) be a positive solution of
2h = p~ (r) h:, 0r<R0 ,
h(r)  , r  R&0 ,
where R0 is an arbitrary positive real number. It is now easy to show by
the maximum principle that un+vnh in [0, R0]. Hence u+v=
limn  (un+vn)h on [0, R0]. Since R0 is arbitrary, the functions u, v
exist on RN and hence are entire so that (a0 , b0) # G. On the other hand,
if max[a0 , b0]=b0 , then Kb0&1n for large n so that vnK for all r0
and for all sufficiently large n. Then un(r)K:f (r) where f (r)=
r0 t
1&N  t0 s
N&1p(s) ds dt and the proof continues as before with K replaced
by K:f (r).
To prove that G is convex, suppose (a, b) # G and (a^, b ) # G. Let
* # (0, 1), let (u, v) be the solution of (14) and (15), and let (U, V ) be the
solution of (14) and (15) when (a, b) is replaced by (a^, b ). We need to
prove that *(a, b)+(1&*)(a^, b ) # G. To do this, we let [un], [vn], [Un],
and [Vn] be the increasing sequences of functions, as developed in
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Lemma 6, such that unZu, vnZv, Un ZU, and VnZV. Likewise, let [wn]
and [zn] be the sequences developed again as in Lemma 6 corresponding
to central values *a+(1&*) a^ and *b+(1&*) b , respectively. We also let
z0=*b+(1&*) b . We shall show that the increasing sequences [wn] and
[zn] satisfy
wn*un+(1&*) Un , (18)
zn*vn+(1&*) Vn , (19)
which, in turn, implies that [wn] and [zn] converge and hence their limits
are entire, giving *(a, b)+(1&*)(a^, b ) # G. Clearly z0*v0+(1&*) V0 .
Then
w1(r)=*a+(1&*) a^+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1p(s) z:0(s) ds dt
*a+(1&*) a^+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1p(s)[*v0+(1&*) V0]: (s) ds dt.
However, since :1, we know that (*c+(1&*) d ):*c:+(1&*) d : for
any nonnegative numbers c, d. Applying this inequality, we get
w1(r)*a+(1&*) a^+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1p(s)[*v:0+(1&*) V
:
0](s) ds dt
=*u1+(1&*) U1 .
Using this result, we can prove similarly that z1*v1+(1&*) V1 which, in
turn, can be used to get w2*u2+(1&*) U2 . Continuing this process will
produce (18) and (19).
To prove (7), it is clear that since (A, 0) and (0, B) are in G and G is
convex, the line xA+ yB=1 is in G. And, as noted earlier, if (a, b) # G,
then (x0 , y0) # G whenever 0x0a and 0 y0b. Hence TG.
Similarly, GR for if (a0 , b0) # G, then (a0 , 0) # G and (0, b0) # G. Thus
0a0A and 0b0B so that (a0 , b0) # R. This completes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 3. Let un , vn be defined as positive solutions of
un=u(0)+
1
n
+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1p(s) v:n(s) ds dt,
(20)
vn=v(0)+
1
n
+|
r
0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1q(s) u ;n (s) ds dt,
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where (u(0), v(0)) # E(G). We note that u$n(r)0, v$n(r)0. Also, since
(u(0)+1n, v(0)+1n)  G, for each n=1, 2, 3, } } } , there exists Rn<
such that
lim
r  Rn
&
un(r)=, lim
r  Rn
&
vn(r)=,
and
R1R2R3 } } } .
From (20) and the fact that v$n0, we get
vn(r)v(0)+
1
n
+u ;n (r) |

0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1q(s) ds dt,
which implies that
vn(r)Cun(r)+Ku ;n (r), (21)
where C is any upper bound on (v(0)+1n)(u(0)+1n) and
K#|

0
t1&N |
t
0
sN&1q(s) ds dt
1
N&2 |

0
sq(s) ds<.
Since un satisfies
2un= pv:n ,
we use (21) to get
2unpf (un),
where f (s)=(Cs+Ks ;):. Define
F(s)=|

s
dt
f (t)
,
which is well defined for s>0 since :>1. Note also that
F $(s)=
&1
f (s)
<0 and F"(s)=
f $(s)
[ f (s)]2
>0.
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Thus
2F(un)=F $(un) 2un+F"(un) |{un |2
F $(un) 2un
&1
f (un)
pf (un)=&p.
Hence
2F(un)& p(r)
or
(rN&1[F(un)]$)$&rN&1p(r).
Integrate this over [0, r] where 0<r<Rn to get
d
dr
F(un)&r1&N |
r
0
sN&1p(s) ds.
Now integrate this over [r, Rn]. Noting that un(r)   as r  R&n (and
hence F(un(r))  0 as r  R&n ) we get
&F(un(r))&|
Rn
r
s1&N |
s
0
tN&1p(t) dt ds.
Thus we have
F(un)|
Rn
r
s1&N |
s
0
tN&1p(t) dt ds.
Since F $(s)<0 for s>0, we have
un(r)F &1 \|
Rn
r
s1&N |
s
0
tN&1p(t) dt ds+ .
Now let n   so that Rn  R and un  u to produce
F &1 \|
R
r
s1&N |
s
0
tN&1p(t) dt ds+u(r), 0r<R.
Letting r  R& and noting that
lim
s  0+
F &1(s)=,
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we have
lim
r  R&
u(r) lim
r  R&
F &1 \|
R
r
s1&N |
s
0
tN&1p(t) dt ds+=.
Since u is entire, we conclude that R= and limr   u(r)=. This
completes the proof. K
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